
Campaign/Game: Savage Space Bastards - SWD Date: November 27th, 2022
Session 6: Spice Must Flow

Characters

Infinity, Android Sciences Officer (Quinton)
Johnny Electron, Child Psionic Prodigy (Bob)
Spurious George Jetone, Chameleon Pilot (Craig)
Uncle Fargus, Curmudgeon Engineer (Dave)

GM: Andrew

Log:

A dangerous threat to the flow of the mystical, unfabricatable spice of Jolisa-7 has reared its
ugly head. Spice Lord Gary Webber has asked specifically for the Space Bastards, through their
representative Slick Tyrone, to investigate who or what is attacking the manufacture of their
chief product. After learning about this specific request, the Space Bastards load up and head
off to learn more about this lucrative opportunity.

The heroes are asked to find someone who could reliably tell the powers that be of Jolisa-7, the
“Spice Cabinet” as they are called, how the flow of Pumpkin Spice is being disrupted and by
whom. The heroes take the job for eight (8) credits and are given a possible location to
investigate on the arid planet.

The heroes enter the facility quietly at first using Johnny as a decoy. It works great, and as a
firefight breaks out many thugs are shot dead or blasted with Johnny’s psionic blasts. The
heroes identify a nobleman named Anderson inside the facility used to steal from the Spice
Cabinet. Fargus roars into the garage on his jet bike, shooting down thugs and taking Anderson
hostage. Just then, the Space Bastards witness a Space Cop who pops out among the thugs
who shoots Anderson dead. “You rat! I can’t believe you were going to squeal!” he yells from
across the garage. The firefight gets more intense. Fargus charges the cop’s position and gets a
great photo of him before fleeing. The Space Bastards drag an unconscious thug back to the
Spice Cabinet. He has at least some information about the spice pirates. The heroes later
identify the crooked Space Cop as Lieutenant Wiggums. Unfortunately for them, he was also
probably able to identify Fargus from his police records.



Travel Log

BSS Bastarda
Bastard Station > Jolisa7 > Bastard Station

Proceeds
Following the shoot up, the cash given by the Spice Lord Gary Weber was:

● 8 credits

Credit Position
Following this adventure, the player characters had the following number of credits:

● Infinity - ???
● Johnny Electron - 0
● Postal Pete - 7
● Smash Lampjaw - 2
● Spurious George Jetone - 1
● Uncle Fargus - 0


